Latin

Requirement: Study at least through the third year (Level III) in one foreign language in consecutive years. The foreign language requirement can be met with either a classical (Latin) or modern language (French, Spanish, or Chinese). Students are placed according to their level of prior study and accomplishment.

This curriculum map shows options for study and the most common paths through the curriculum. Refer to the course descriptions for details.

Fourth year

- **Advanced Latin IV:**
  - Virgil & Caesar
  - 520/A

Third year

- **Latin III**: 300
- **Latin III Honors**: 320/H

Second year

- **Latin II**: 200
- **Latin II/Honors**: 220/H

First year

- **Latin I**: 100

Notes: Rectangles indicate yearlong courses; squares are trimester-contained; two-trimester courses are described as such. A heavy border indicates a course open by invitation of the department – students must apply; these are generally not available to new students. Arrows indicate a prerequisite for study at the next level. Diploma requirements may be met by courses with a solid filling; a clear filling describes an elective course. A grid pattern signifies an interdisciplinary course.